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PREFACE: 

The sport of Bocce can be played on various court constructions, sub-bases and playing 

surfaces e.g. loose or compacted stone/gravel/dust/sand/dirt/clay, grass or even artificial 

materials.   

This document endeavours to provide the author’s guide to the construction of a F.I.B. 

(Fédération Internationale de Boules) regulation, durable and competition grade granulithic 
sand topped playing surface on a compacted and drained fill material.  

The guide is directed to the layperson, not familiar with basic civil and/or construction skills. 

 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF BOCCE  

The game has evolved over the ages and involves the competitive rolling/throwing of 

rounded objects with the intended outcome of finishing closest to a target object. The 

basic game achieved popularity as it could be played anywhere, and by anyone 

irrespective of age, sex, or ability.  

The origin of the game is unknown however, stone balls dating back to 9000 B.C. have been 
found in Turkey. The first documented game is found in a 5200 B.C. Egyptian tomb painting 
of two boys playing. Subsequently it is understood that the game further spread throughout 
Palestine and into Asia Minor. In 600 BC, the game was picked up by the Greeks and passed 
to the Romans. Bocce in its current form was played as early as 264 BC in Rome. In 1319, the 
game was prohibited to people of lesser nobility as it was felt that it diverted attention from 
more important tasks, such as archery and war training. In 1519, it became a public game, 
played in Flanders (Belgium) and Holland.   
The game has seen many changes throughout time. It has evolved from being a crude sport 

played with rounded smoothed rocks/timber, to modern games played with synthetic and 

metal balls. The game has evolved with different variations of the sport e.g. Bocce Volo 

(Italy) Bocce Lyonnaise (France), Bocce Raffa, and Pétanque to name a few.  

The early Romans are credited for giving the game its name. The word “bocce” is a plural of 
the word “boccia” meaning ball in Italian.  
Modern Bocce finds its origins near the cities of Torino, Italy and Lyon, France and stems 
from the House of Savoy dynasty, which ruled from 1003 to 1860.  

Bocce and its related variations have become the 3rd highest played sport in the world after 
soccer and golf.   

BOCCE/BOULE GAME OVERVIEWS  

Bocce Ball  

Bocce is an athletic version of the game involving rolling ‘Punto’ (Italian verb Puntare means 

to point) and throwing skills ‘Volo’ (Italian verb ‘Volare’ means to fly) and ‘Raffa’ (Italian 
word for somehow).   

Bocce Volo/Lyonnaise/Raffa regulations are regulated by F.I.B. with the following 

international Bocce Federations.  
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Bocce Volo/Lyonnaise is played on a marked delineated court 27.5m long by 2.5 to 4.0m 

wide. As the game also involves the throwing of  ~1kg ball, additional safety provisions need 

to be considered.  

Bocce Raffa is played on a 26.5m by 4.0m to 4.5m wide court delineated by a 250mm high 
sideboards.  

Bocce Volo/Lyonnaise playing balls are made of Alloy/Synthetic materials 90mm (88mm*) 

to 110mm diameter, weighing 900g (800*) to 1,200g. The wooden Jack (Pallino) is 35mm to 

37mm in diameter.       

Bocce Raffa is played with synthetic balls, 107mm in diameter, weighing 920g. 

(*Women/U14)       

Pétanque   

The game originated in France in 1910 to originally include players who could not pursue 
the popular athletic version of the game being played at the time. The version was 
originally named ‘Jeu de boules pieds tanqués’ (game of boules with feet planted) which 
quickly became simply ‘pieds tanqués’ and then ‘pétanque’. The game gained popularity as 
it required a smaller field length as no throw run up was required, and there was no need to 
nominate the throw or mark ball positions.  
The international governing body for pétanque is the Fédération Internationale de Boules 
Provençal (FIPJP).  
Pétanque is played on 15.0m by 4.0m wide rectangular delineated terrains (also known as  

"lanes" (cadres or pistes)   

Pétanque boules are made of Alloy materials 70.5mm to 80mm diameter, weighing 650g to 

800g.  

A Pétanque specific terrain surface can also be made of any material (not beach sand), 

delineated by a string/marked 15m x 4m playing lane. Usually, the more challenging and 
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unpredictable the surface, the greater the skill and perceived enjoyment level. It should be 

noted that Pétanque can also be played on the bocce court described hereunder.    

 

COMPETITION COURT DIMENSIONS  

It should be noted that a 4.5m x 27.5m court size will accommodate all Bocce Volo, Bocce 

Lyonnaise, Bocce Raffa and Pétanque sport regulation court sizes.  

    

  
  

COURT CONSTRUCTION OUTCOME  

The following diagram displays an indicative cross-section and component elements of a 

court. There can be variations depending on whether the courts are fully/partially covered, 

court surface above/below adjacent ground levels, base soil types, climatic/drainage 

conditions, and available materials.  
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ESTABLISHING DATUM AND RELATIVE HEIGHT POINTS  

A peg or other height reference datum point should be established. It should be located in a 

position to prevent inadvertent movement and be readily visible from job site locations 

where a relative height is required.  

The relative heights of two points can be established using levelling equipment e.g Dumpy 

Level, Laser level or even a length of garden hose with additional clear hose sections 
attached at each end.  

The difference in the vertical height readings between the two locations being measured, 

will provide the relative height difference.  

 

MINIMUM SLOPES FOR DRAINAGE  

In external environments, the slope of the final ground level to the outside of the courts 

and/or drainage pipes should have at least 2% (20mm/m) fall across the court width and 

0.15% (10mm/m) fall along the court length.  

No falls are expected to be planned for a court in an internal, non-flood prone environment.   

 

COURT CUT DEPTHS  

General  

The court base is trimmed of weak/loose material to a depth of a sound material. An 

area in excess of the required court area is prepared, usually 1m from the proposed 

external Edge Board locations.  

Court Surface at same height as Surrounding Ground Level   

Cut excavation depth at least the thickness of the drainage layer + width fall + base layer 

depths below the highest natural ground level adjacent court area.  

Sub-surface and possible additional surface drainage systems may be required if the courts 

are in an external environment.  

Court Surface Higher Than Surrounding Ground level   

In an above-ground court, the excavation depth (if required) is the difference between the 

required court surface height less the thickness of the drainage layer + width fall + base 

layer depths.   

Sub-surface and possible additional surface drainage systems may be required if the bottom 

of the drainage layer is lower than the adjacent court area.  

Court surface lower than Surrounding Ground Level  

Unless there is an effective base water barrier/liner and sub-surface/surface drainage 

system, this scenario should be avoided due to ponding and rising ground water, and 

subsequent base course degradation problems.    

 

COURT FILL DEPTHS  

If clean topsoil is to be used in low areas to achieve finished ground levels, rather than 

using additional drainage aggregate, then it must be fully compacted to achieve its 
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maximum density throughout its depth (Refer Appendix A: Effective Compaction) If the 

ground material has a high component of clay or the fill is of poor and/or low 

compactability quality, QuickLime can be broadcast onto the surface and mixed through 

(Refer Britpave (British Cementitious Paving Association) Soil Stabilisation - Britpave).    

  

DRAINAGE SYSTEMS  

Surface Drainage Systems  

In situations where a large catchment of water will flow down towards the court area, 

additional surface drainage systems may be required.  

This may vary from a grassy drain sloping at a minimum of 2% (20mm/m) away from the 

court edge to outlet point, to a proprietary drain system e.g. Everhard East Drain at a 

minimum of 1% (10mm/m)  

Sub-Surface Drain Systems  

A sub-surface drainage system will be required where the bottom of the drainage course is 

lower than the surrounding/filled ground level. The selection and placement should be to 

manufacturer’s specifications e.g. Vinidex Draincoil at a minimum slope of 1% (10mm/m). 

The top of the drainage pipe should be below the bottom of the drainage layer, surrounded 
by drainage aggregate.  

To prevent the drainage system clogging with fines, the geotextile layer should extend over 

and past the drain system when adjacent the court. A geotextile ‘socked’ drainage system 

pipe may be adequate if the drainage aggregate extends to the final surface.  

    

A ‘Ditch Witch’, or similar mechanical device may assist in cutting the drains to required 
depth.  
 

DRAINAGE LAYER  

Material Specifications  

The objective of the drainage course is to provide a conduit for excess water below the base 

layer to migrate away.  

The Drainage Course can be composed of a ‘Drainage Aggregate’, or in some extreme low 
quality ground conditions, a concrete coarse aggregate ‘No Fines’ product.  
In both circumstances, the aggregate component is usually 20mm or greater, and ‘single 

sized’ with a maximum of 5% passing the 9.5mm sieve.  

The minimum depth of the Drainage Layer is dependent on the aggregate size.  

Nominal Aggregate Size   Minimum Drainage Layer Thickness  

40mm Drainage Aggregate  200mm  

20mm Drainage Aggregate  150mm  

10mm Drainage Aggregate  100mm  

https://www.britpave.org.uk/Concrete-Soil-Stabilisation
https://www.britpave.org.uk/Concrete-Soil-Stabilisation
https://www.britpave.org.uk/Concrete-Soil-Stabilisation
https://www.britpave.org.uk/Concrete-Soil-Stabilisation
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Spreading and Leveling  

A Bobcat or similar is an efficient way of moving material, and with an additional spreader 

attachment, spreading the drainage material.  

Pads levelled to the required height at appropriate intervals can guide the operator towards 

achieving the required slope and level.  

A laser level grader would be best practice.  

Compaction  

The objective of compaction is to achieve a consistent and maximum density of the material 
being compacted, across its full depth.  

Compaction equipment can vary from point load compaction tools such as tamping bars to 

Wacker Packers, to roller compaction tools such as manual rollers to large mechanical 

vibration rollers used in road construction.  

Each piece of equipment used can only effectively compact to a certain depth. This depth 

will become the maximum depth of each layer of material that can be spread and levelled 

each time, towards achieving the final required material height.  

 

GEOTEXTILE FABRIC  

The objective of using a non-woven Geo Textile membrane drain mat fabric or similar, is 

predominantly to reduce the clogging of the Drainage Layer aggregate and its effectiveness, 

with fines from the Base Layer.  

The fabric should extend over the drainage layer and installed as per manufacturers 

specifications.  

 

BASE LAYER  

Material Specifications  

The objective of the Base Layer material is to provide an even, tight, relatively impermeable 

(erosion resistant) and wear resistant base of the courts. The particle size distribution (PSD), 

plasticity index (PI), and shrinkage of this base is such that there is sufficient coarse material 

to provide resistance to wear, adequate dry strength through mechanical interlock, fine 

particle bonding and low permeability to mitigate against loss of strength when the surface 

becomes wet. In addition, the soil fractions are required to have sufficient dry strength to 

hold aggregate fractions in place to prevent ravelling and the development of loose 
material on the surface.  

AUST ROADS ‘Unsealed Pavements’ and Australian Rail Track Corporation Limited (ARTC) 
‘Capping’ provide indicative specifications as a guide.  
Australian Rail Track Corporation Limited (ARTC) Earthworks Materials Specification ETC-

0803  
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Queensland Transport and Main Roads, Road Drainage Chapter 11: Road Surface and 

Subsurface Drainage Design  

AUST ROADS - Guide to Pavement Technology Part 6: Unsealed Pavements  
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A local quarry supplier or roadworks contractor should be able to supply a suitable base 

material to achieve the required outcome.  

   

 The minimum depth of the Base Layer is dependent on the aggregate size.  

Nominal Aggregate  

Size   

Minimum Base Layer 

Thickness  

20mm Roadbase  150mm  

10mm Roadbase  100mm  

  

For poor sub-grade conditions, a Cement Treated Base (CTB) may also be considered if also 

laid and compacted correctly.  

Required Drainage Slope and Tolerances  

The objective is to achieve a base layer surface within the following tolerances.  

  External Courts  Internal Courts  

Slope Across Width  0.25% (2.5mm/m) #  Level  

Slope Along Length  0.15% (1.5mm/m) #  Level  

Max Deviation within 3m length  5mm  5mm  

# This can be ‘level’ in mostly dry environments  

Spreading and leveling  

Generally, as per previous Base Layer.  

A manual screeding process may be required to achieve the final surface slope and 

deviation tolerances. As previous, this can be achieved by placing required height pads at 

appropriate screeding tool length intervals. The manual screeding operation and tools are 

similar to the manual concrete screeding process.  

Compaction  

Generally, as per previous Base Layer.  

The moisture content of the material used greatly impacts on the maximum density 

achievable during compaction.   
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Generally, the material supplier can advise on the optimum moisture level required to 

achieve maximum compaction.  

Foregoing a quick visual appraisal/estimate, the actual moisture content can be evaluated 

using drying equipment (microwave, oven, heat lights, etc) and scales can be used to 

determine the actual moisture content, based on the following formula.  

  
                                                                                        (Sample Moist Weight – Sample Dry Weight) Material 

Moisture Percentage =  100  x  ---------------------------------------------------------     
                                                                         Sample Moist Weight  

WASHED SAND LAYER  

In addition to reducing the speed of a rolled Ball, the objective of the washed sand layer is 
to remain uncompacted and protect the Base Layer from impact and wear.  

A washed medium sand with the following grading would be acceptable.  

Standard Sieve Sizes  Percentage Passing  

4.75mm  100% passing  

2.36mm   98% passing  

0.300mm  Less 2% passing  

In Volo/Raffa the sand thickness is between 2mm to 5mm, however the thickness in the 

playing zone is usually thicker to enable the scribing of position marks and reduce impact 

damage of the base layer of thrown boules.  

Pétanque specific surfaces can varied, including the use of crushed gravel to add challenge 
and unpredictability to the game.     
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COURT EDGE/CENTER BOARDS  

The objective of the edge boards is to confine thrown/errant balls and be part of play in 

Bocce Raffa.  

A suitable alternative would be the use standard 200mm x 50mm hardwood sections, 

sitting directly on the Base Layer for added drainage, and held vertically and aligned straight 

by treated wooden sections and/or galvanised metal dowels.  

  

  
Mechanical post hole diggers would assist in the preparation of holes, and mechanical 

vibratory plate or jumping hammer compactors, or manual taming bars, would assist in the 
compaction of the vertical elements holding edge boards.  

Quarry conveyor belt sections or similar would provide suitable noise dampening and ball 

protection when attached to court back edge boards   

PERMANENT LINE MARKING  

Permanent line markings can be made on the court base layer by placing a 10mm rod on 

required lines, and running a Wacker Packer or similar, over the rod to permanently imprint 

the line.   

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS  

Wheelchair/Disability Access  

Movable edge/mid-lane board panels or ramps.  

Ball lifting aids.    

Safety  

Additional screening at end sections of courts to capture errant thrown/deflected balls. 

Spectator restricted areas.   

Tree Roots  

Proprietary tree root barriers installed per manufacturers specifications  
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PRELIMINARY COURT CONSTRUCTION/DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS  

Discussion Points  Considerations  
Identify proposed court users  

 Incidental wine tasters  
 Lunch/dinner guests/packages  
 Regular club/player events  

Type of court surface (Footwear) ?  
Number people/groups (number of lanes) ?  
Type of game/s to cater for (Volo/Raffa/Petanque) ?  
Number spectators ?  
Supervised/facilitated players ?  

Site Location  Flood prone ?  
Flat terrain ?  
Soil type (expansive clay) ?  
Tree root ingress control ?  
Surrounding grass/weed control ?  
Drainage point exit ?  
Adjacent drink/food outlets ?  

Courts   Quality, expected longevity, cost considerations?  
Regulation size ?  
Courts contained with edge boards ?  
Multi-court dividers required ?  
Covered (trees/shade cloth/roof/other) ?  
Maintenance level expected ?   

Sub-base soil  Soil type (expansive clay, fill, other) ?  
Depth to sound base over court area ?  
Suitable sub-base, base, surface agg/sand availability ?  

Access to equipment  Bobcat/Spreader ?  
Manual/Mecganical Roller ?  
Tamping Tool/Wacker-packer ?  
Ditch witch ?  
Post hole digger ?  
Dumpy/Laser level ?  
Manual gravel/sand screeding equipment ?  

Construction Supervisor/Labourer expertise  Setout/layout ?  
Carpentry ?  
Retaining walls ?  
Gravel/roadbase screeding/compaction ?  
Sub-soil drainage ?  
Geotextile placement ?  
Root barrier placement ?  
Concreting ?  

Safety  Boule/Jack throwing/ricochet accidents ?  
Roof height (min 5m, 6m preferable) ?  
Spectator Restricted areas ?  
Children supervision ?  

Disability access  Wheelchair  
Mobility impaired (bending down)  
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APPENDIX A: ALTERNATIVE BOCCE COURT BUILDS  

Newmarket Club 

Drainage Layer: 200mm of crushed concrete or blue stone with fine sand on top until it 

seeps through.  

Base layer: 150mm of B grade deco or 100mm of A grade deco. Then 50mm of 50% crusher 

dust.  Then 12mm of 50% crusher dust and 50% 001 sand. All layers to be wet and well 
compacted.   

Sand Layer: 1mm sand in 12.5m and 2mm in both 5m areas.  

 

Bocce Australia ‘Coaching and Skills’ Page 38 (Summary) 

Dig down to solid bed, make up levels with consolidated rubble, reef, quarry waste or clay. 

Over the top lay 100mm wet mix A grade crushed rock, or 150mm B grade crushed rock, 

well consolidated. The next layer will be 50mm Lilydale or soft stone topping and 50% 
gypsum or soft stone dust to make a smooth, hard rebounding surface. 

The finished surface gradients must not be more than : 

Longitudinally – 5mm per metre 

Transversely – 2.5mm per metre 

For the top layer, spread 2mm thick of 1mm diameter sand on the centre area and 7mm 

thick on the 5m rectangle. 

   


